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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that every positive matrix A can be embedded in an an$ytic family of 
positive matrices {A(v) : v E R) in such a way that A( 1) = A, A(0) F A is symmetric, 
and A( - 1) = AT. A necessary and sufficient condition that A and A have the same 
maximal eigenvalue and that their ergodic limits have the same diagonal elements is 
stated and proved. 
In the statistical mechanics of long polymer chains’ it is sometimes 
possible to characterize the free energy and the distribution of torsional 
angles by means of an eigenvalue problem associated with a positive transfer 
matrix A. These quantities of physical significance correspond to the maxi- 
mal eigenvalue T of A and the diagonal entries of the limit P- 
lim k+m(l/Tk)Ak* Wh en 
with A=[a,J by2 
a symmetric transfer matrix A = [ bii] is associated 
ii,, ‘(UiiUji)~, 
there arises the following: 
Q UESTION. What conditions are necessary kd sufficient for A and d to 
induce the same physical properties? 
*This work was supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation (DMR 
7824150). 
‘In this context see, for example, Boyle, Taylor, and Hopringer [5]; Banik, Taylor, Tripathy, 
and Hopfinger [6]; Guyer and Miller [7j; and Krumha& and Schriefer [4]. 
*Unless stated otherwise, lowercase l&in subscripts i, j, k,. . . take on values from the set 
(1,2,3 ,... n), where n> 1. No summation is implied over repeated subscripts. 
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It turns out to be convenient to embed A and A in a family of positive 
matrices. Construct such a family {A(V) : Y E W} as follows: for each Y E 03, 
A(v)=[u~~(Y)] is given by 
where h= [Gii] is positive and symmetric, 
hii =iiii >o, (lb) 
and w = [ wii] is antisymmetric (skew), 
wii = -wji. (14 
In particular, if di, =(u~~u~~)“~ and wii =$(lna,/ -lnati), then A(O)=A and 
A( 1) = A. 
The Question will be answered by establishing some of the spectral 
properties of the family {A( V) : Y E R}. To this end, recall Perron’s classical 
result on positive matrices: 
PERRON’S THEOREM.~ For the positive matrix A(v): 
(i) the spectral radius r(v) is a positive eigenvalw, henceforth called the 
Perron root; 
(ii) the Perron root i.s a simple eigenvalue (r(v) bus geometric and 
algebraic multiplicity one); 
(iii) there is a positive eigenvector X(V) = [xi(v)] corresponding to r(~);~ 
and if X(V)#I(V) is an eigenvalue, then 
IWI <r(v), 
and there is rw corresponding positive eigenvector. 
It is clear from the definition (1) that A’( Y) = A( - v), so that r(v) = r( - v). 
Furthermore, A(v) is symmetric if and only if either u = 0 or w- 0. If X(V) 
and x(-v) are positive eigenvectors corresponding to r(y) and r( - v), 
30. Perron [l]. For a discussion of this result and aU other basic results on positive matrices 
used in this note, see [2]. 
4A vector x = [x, ] is positive whenever r, > 0. 
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construct a new matrix P(v) as follows: 
x(v)e3x( -v) 
P(v)= (x(v),x(-v)) 
that is, P(v)=[~,~(Y)], where 
(24 
Pb) 
Observe that P(v) is a uniquely determined positive matrix. The connection 
between A(v) and P(v) is given by the ergodic fomuh 
P(v)= J’( -&A(v))‘. 
In addition, P( v)P( v) = P( Y ) , so that P(v) is a projection onto the eigenspace 
spanned by x(v); and the trace of P(v) is one: 
trP(v)= xp,,(v)=l. (4 
The vector W(V) = [ITS] defined by 
77,(v)=p,,(v)= 
44Xi( -v) 
;444-v) 
(5) 
is therefore a discrete probability distribution over n-states. 
The main result of this note is embodied in the following 
THEOREM. Zf r(v) =7(O) for some v#O, then (i) Q(v)=97(0), and (ii) there 
exist numbers pi such that 
wii =pi -pi. (4 
The numbers pi are determined by the wii up to a common additive constant. 
Conversely, if the wii are given by (c) for some set of numbers pi, then 
r(v) -r(O), and hence w(v) =v(O), for all v#O. 
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Before proving this result, it is convenient to establish some properties of 
the powers of A(v). Let Ak(v) denote the kth power of A(v), and write u$v) 
for its entries. The diagonal entries of Ak(v) are given as follows: 
UT&J)= 1, u~i(V)=ciiir a~i(v)=fifj, 
u$)= x ciii,tii,i**  . cii& cash 
tl,is,...,ik_, 
[ v(wii, +wilis+ * * * +uQ)], (6) 
k>3. 
For k= 0, 1,2, verification of (6) is immediate. To verify (6) for k > 3, write 
f3ii,i,,,.ik_l for the sum w~~,+u+,~,+ * - * +w~~_,~, and note that 
while 
&ii,_,di,_,ik_,- . . Gili =bii,di,i** . . c&&. 
Then, by direct computation, 
UZ(V)= C dii 1’ * ’ ~i,_liexp(yeii,...i,_,) 
il,il,....ik--l 
=- i I2 dii,a . . ‘ik_,i [ exP( ueii,..-i,_l) +eV(-P4i,..~i,_,)] 
rl.i2,...,i~_, 
= IX 2ii,. * * ~ir_liCosh(YBii,...i~_,), 
il.i2.....ib-, 
From (6), it follows at once that the functions v-+-a:,(v), trAk(v) are positive, 
convex, even, and analytic; they are constant if k= 0, 1, or 2. Since 
r(v) > 1 A( v)l, where X(v) is any other eigenvalue of A(v), r(v) can be 
computed by 
r(v)= ~imr [trAk(v)]“k. 
* (7) 
As a consequence Y-W(U) is positive, convex, and even. Moreover, the 
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Weierstrass preparation theorem5 guarantees that this function has a power 
series expansion, convergent in a neighborhood of each Y. 
It is interesting to note that since trA(v) and trA2(y) are both indepen- 
dent of V, the Cayley-Hamilton theorem guarantees that all the functions 
v+ufi( v), tr Ak( v) are independent of v whenever n = 1 or 2. Hence, the first 
case of interest occurs when n = 3. 
Two other combinatorial formulas are needed to verify the main result. 
First, for k> 3, 
To see this, just add u+_,~ + wiik_p =0 to 
eii,...ik_, =WiiL + * . . +wi,_,ik_, +wit--2it_, +wik-,ip 
so that 
Then use a finite inductive argument to get (8). From (8) it follows that if 
@+=O for all i, i, k, then eii ,... ik_,=O for all i, ii, i, ,..., i,_, (k>3). 
Second, if the wii are such that sir, =0 for all i, i, k, then there exist 
numbers pi such that 
wii =pi -pi. (4 
Indeed, fix the index k and define pi by pi = wik. Since e+ = 0 is equivalent 
to wik -wik =wii, (c) follows at once. 
Proof of the Theorem. If r(r)=r(O) for some v#O, then ‘~l(v)=w(O). To 
see this use the ergodic formula (5) for the diagonal elements of P(Y); that is, 
From (6), Use <Use Vk> 1, so that the assumption r(v)=r(O) implies 
5See G&bit&y and Guillemin [3] for a discussion of this result. 
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~~(0) <r+(v). Since the 7ri’s are all positive, and 
it follows that T~(O)=T~JV) for each i. 
If r(v) =r(O) for some v#O, then T(V) =r(O) for all v#O. Indeed, since the 
function p-+r( F) is convex and symmetric about p = 0, it must be constant on 
the interval [ - IvI,IvI]. But this function has a convergent power series 
expansion about each v, so there can be no maximal bounded interval on 
which the function is constant. 
Assume T(V) = r(O) for all v E R, and expand (9) using (6), summing over i 
as well. Then, for all v E IR, 
lim 
k-rca i i 
E Ld,i,d,,iz* .. ~~~~,~cosh(vBii,...~L~I)=I. (10) 
. I,iz,....ik_l rk(o) 
Now suppose that (c) does not hold, so that there is a set of indices p, q, T 
such that OPsr #O. Set k =31, 1= 1,2,3,. . . , and consider the set of indices 
*. * 
2,~~. ta ,..., iSl_, =p,q, T, p,q, T ,..., p, q,r. From (8) it follows that 
e pq’Pq~,..pq’=(~-~)‘[~pqr+~p’rp+CjPPql+~Pqr~ 
But f&, =ePPq =O, so that 0P4rp4,,,.PQ, =10P9T. For this same set of indices 
D 0 0 
1 
_-L&,. . ..&. .= aP4a9ra’p 
‘31(O) “’ ‘31-L ( 1 r3(0) ’ 
so that for each 1=1,2,..., there is a term in the multi-sum of (10) 
corresponding to k = 31 of the form 
2 
cosh( Mpq,). (11) 
Choose v #O so that the sequence in I determined by (11) is unbounded. 
Then, since all the terms of the multi-sum are positive, the limit in (10) 
cannot exist for this value of v. This is a contradiction, so that fliik =0 for all 
i, j, k. By the assertion preceding the proof, this means (c) holds, and the first 
part of the Theorem is proved. 
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To prove the second part, suppose that the condition (c) of the Theorem 
holds. Then it is clear that eiik = 0 for all i, i. k. Hence, (8) implies Bii,, ,_ i,_, = 0 
for all i, i,, i,, . . . , i,_,. From (6), it follows that afi(v) =&fi, for k=O, 1,2,. . . . 
This means that the characteristic polynomial for A(v) does not depend upon 
v, and hence the entire spectrum of A(v) does not depend upon v. In 
particular, r(v) = r(0) for all v# 0. This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
n 
Having established the main result, a few comments are in order. 
Suppose (c) holds, and set R= [r,,] to denote the diagonal matrix 
Tii =p& (12) 
Then the matrices A(v) have the form 
A(v) =epRAe -“R. (13) 
Hence A(v) is similiar to A for each real v. If T is the Perron root of A, and % 
a corresponding eigenvector, then a positive eigenvector x(v) of A(v) is given 
bY 
x(v) =eYRi. (14) 
In fact if A is any eigenvalue of A, and y is a corresponding eigenvector, then 
an eigenvector of y(v) of A(v) corresponding to X is given by 
y(v)=eRy (15) 
Of course all the eigenvalues of A(v) are real and independent of v. Observe 
also that if (c) h o Id s, v-A(v) can be characterized as a solution to Liapunov’s 
equation: 
$A(v)=RA(v)-A(v)R, 
(16) 
A(0) =A. 
The last comment concerns the condition (c). If w = [ wii] is skew, then w 
can be identified with an element in the cochain C’(K,; Iw), where K, is an 
n-simplex. The assertion that wii +wik +wki -0 for all i, j, k is then equiva- 
lent to the statement that w is in the kernel of the coboundary map 
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6: C’(K,; R)+C’( K,; R). But since H1( K,; R) =O, it follows that w is also in 
the image of the coboundary map 6: C’(K,; R)+C1(K,; R). If the vertices 
are identified with the indices i, and i-+p, is a typical element of C’(K,; R), 
then necessarily Wii =pi -pi for some set of pi’s. It is easy to see that i-pi is 
determined up to an additive constant. 
The author is indebted to Philip Taylor for raising the question, and to 
David Singer for explaining the significance of the condition (c) in the 
context of algebraic topology. 
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